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	Coach Yourself to a New Career: 7 Steps to Reinventing Your Professional Life, 9780071703093 (0071703098), McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Bestselling author offers a step-by-step program to making the right choices about a new career move


	Don't fear taking the leap into a new career with this seven step program from bestselling author and life coach Talane Miedaner. Whatever the situation or economic environment, Coach Yourself to a New Career gives you the tools to take matters into your own hands by assessing your needs and strengths, finding the right work fit, weighing options and possible sacrifices, and preparing your family for transitions.


	Packed with expert advice and helpful examples from her many statistical clientsâ€•as well as her own career change processâ€•Miedaner shows how anyone can reinvent their professional life.


	Coach Yourself to a New Career:

	
		Offers a seven-step approach to career reinvention and practical advice for a smooth transition
	
		Profiles everyday people who achieved career reinvention on their own terms - and what their stories can teach you
	
		Shows you how to assess your needs and strengths
	
		Helps you decide what tough decisions or sacrifices you may have to make
	
		Prepares your spouse or family for transition



	Miedaner shares her own story of launching her coaching businessâ€•with careful planning, hard work, commitment and faith. She shows how you can follow other’s examples to achieve the professional life you want.
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Design Recipes for FPGAsNewnes, 2007
This book provides a rich toolbox of design techniques and templates to solve practical, every-day problems using FPGAs. Using a modular structure, the book gives easy-to-find design techniques and templates at all levels, together with functional code, which engineers can easily match and apply to their application.

The easy-to-find...

		

Drought, Risk Management, and Policy: Decision-Making Under Uncertainty (Drought and Water Crises)CRC Press, 2013

	Australia and the United States face very similar challenges in dealing with drought. Both countries cover a range of biophysical conditions, both are federations that provide considerable responsibility to state governments for water and land management, and both face the challenges in balancing rural industry and urban development,...


		

Beginning Smartphone Web Development: Building Javascript, CSS, HTML and Ajax-Based ApplicationsApress, 2010

	I believe in the W3C’s principle of One Web—that services and information on the web should be thematically consistent and accessible to all kinds of devices, without regard to differences in presentation capabilities. Informally, the One Web principle means that if I write my grocery list online at home in Firefox, I should be...





	

Pro Excel Financial Modeling: Building Models for Technology StartupsApress, 2009
Learn the business thinking behind financial modeling and execute what you know effectively using Microsoft Excel. Many believe that sales and profitability projections shown in financial models are the keys to success in attracting investors. The truth is that investors will come up with their own projections. The investor wants to understand the...

		

Scaling Limits in Statistical Mechanics and Microstructures in Continuum Mechanics (Theoretical and Mathematical Physics)Springer, 2008
Collective behavior in systems with many components, blow-ups with emergence of microstructures are proofs of the double, continuum and atomistic, nature of macroscopic systems, an issue which has always intrigued scientists and philosophers. Modern technologies have made the question more actual and concrete with recent, remarkable progresses also...

		

Pro Smartphone Cross-Platform Development: iPhone, Blackberry, Windows Mobile and Android Development and DistributionApress, 2010

	Learn the theory behind cross-platform development, and put the theory into practice with code using the invaluable information presented in this book. With in-depth coverage of development and distribution techniques for iPhone, BlackBerry, Windows Mobile, and Android, you’ll learn the native approach to working with each of these...
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